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The Zionist War without End

Young Zionists gathering with Israeli flags in Jerusalem.

A reiteration of the war on Palestine, on the Arab world, on the
Muslim world, on international law and human rights. There is no
other way to describe the Trump-Kushner-Netanyahu ‘deal.’
Media comment centers on the last opportunity for the Palestinians.
Will they take the scraps they are offered, or will they miss yet another
opportunity to have something taken away from them?
This was the line used over decades by the glib Irish-born zionist
‘foreign minister,’ Aubrey (Abba) Eban. The Palestinians never miss
an opportunity to miss an opportunity, he said many times. Pg 1-4

Oscar-nominated “For Sama” will put Al Qaeda
back on Hollywood’s red carpet
Oscar-nominated ‘For Sama’ is a gritty, well produced “documentary”
claiming to present the reality of the five-year siege of the Syrian city
of Aleppo. Just how deceptive is this portrayal?
The 90-minute video directed by UK Channel 4’s Waad Al-Kateab
and English filmmaker Edward Watts has been unanimously praised in
the mainstream media and it might win this year’s Academy Award
for Best Documentary Feature. But does the film present a truly
unbiased picture of the Syrian conflict or, rather, just the side of the
story that fits the Western narrative about the war? Pg 4-8

Credibility Lost, OPCW Smears Truth-Telling
Whistleblowers
In deference to US-led Western interests, the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) abandoned its mandate and
credibility.
Its doctored Fact Finding Mission (FFM) report on an April 2018 false
flag Douma, Syria CW incident, pretending otherwise, shows the
organization can never be trusted. Pg 8-9

Why Mainstream Critics
Turned Against Joker

Dishonest criticisms of politics
disguise an industry deep objection to
honest film-making. Pg 9-14

The Primary Mechanism Of
Your Oppression Is Not
Hidden At All

I write a lot about government secrecy
and the importance of whistleblowers,
leakers and leak publishers, and for
good reason: governments which can
hide their wicked deeds from public
accountability will do so whenever
possible. It’s impossible for the public
to use democracy for ensuring their
government behaves in the way they
desire if they aren’t allowed to be
informed about what that behavior
even is. Pg 14-15

Additional Articles
The ‘Deal of the Century’:
Revealed and Reviled: Pg 16-18
Addressing the Lies Spread
about Gilad: Pg 18-23
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This demented agreement was is less than seven million. Far
put together by the plastic-faced from trying to settle into the
Jared Kushner, who said,
Muslim world, over more than
seriously apparently, that he
seven decades it has done
Source:
read all of 25 books to get a
nothing but antagonize it.
http://www.palestinechronicle.com/thehandle on the situation. By
Like a spoilt child, it then
zionist-war-without-end/
comparison, Trump is unlikely complains that no one likes it,
to have read one so no wonder that the real reason for
By Jeremy Salt
that he thinks his son-in-law is a Muslim loathing of the zionist
genius.
state is anti-semitism, and not
In fact, if anyone has never
its racist, murderous and
missed an opportunity to miss an
This ‘deal’ – a deal without
thieving behavior.
opportunity it is the zionists.
wheels
–
is
being
taken
They could have chosen to live
seriously in the mainstream
This is the game played
with the Palestinians. They
could have accepted their return media. In a way, of course, it has endlessly by the zionist lobby
to be taken seriously as the
around the world. It hides
after 1948. They could have
handed back the land they seized zionists have the weaponry to do behind the symbols of the
whatever they want, no matter religion it has hijacked. The
in 1967. They could have
how mad, rapacious or
Star of David flies from the
honestly engaged with the sodestructive
of
their
own
interests
pennants of the tanks that shell
called ‘peace process.’ They
apartment buildings in Gaza and
could have ended the blockade in the long term.
is inscribed on the wings of the
of Gaza. They could have
And
this
is
something
the
media
planes that destroy entire
stopped seizing and settling the
seems to have missed. For
families with missiles.
land of another people. They
whom,
really,
is
this
plan
the
last
could have agreed to share Al
Quds. They could have stopped opportunity? The assumption is It is scrawled triumphantly on
the walls of the West Bank. This
their murders and assassination. that it is the Palestinians but
have Trump and Kushner
is the Israel that the lobbyists
noticed
that
while
the
and the rabbis defended behind
What they could have done they
their accusations against Jeremy
never did. Instead, they headed Palestinians do not have the
weapons,
they
have
the
numbers,
Corbyn. It is he who wanted to
in the opposite direction,
end these horrors and they,
financed, armed, protected and that already the MuslimChristian
population
of
Palestine
behind their lies and false
encouraged by the most
between
the
Mediterranean
and
accusations of antisemitism
powerful nation in the world.
the Jordan river is already
against Corbyn and the entire
greater
than
the
Jewish
Labor Party wanted to leave the
A vulgarian property developer
population.
Zionist state free to continue
who once made ads for Pizza
them. It is they who are the
Hut has now told his zionist
settler sidekick that he can have Silly to ask, but have either of racists and anti-Arab semites,
Palestine with the lot. Nothing is these two taken into account the not Jeremy Corbyn.
missed out, not Jerusalem, not Muslim hinterland, the Muslim
population of the Middle East
Palestine remains part of Arab
the Jordan Valley and not the
and
North
Africa
(close
to
600
and Islamic history and identity
illegal settlements – the
‘outposts’ – as well as the legal million) and the world Muslim and remains an Arab and
ones, so says Netanyahu. All are population (about 1.8 billion)? Muslim cause whatever the
exasperation felt at Arab
completely illegal, of course, as
By
comparison,
the
Jewish
governments and the bungled
is the presence of every settler
population of occupied Palestine and/or collaborationist policies
on occupied land.
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of the Palestinian leadership.

have to be what Israel and the
Anti-American feeling in Iraq is
US wanted it to be. It would
at an all-time high.
By themselves, the Palestinians have to be remade.
had no hope of resisting the
The war in Syria was designed
zionist takeover of their land.
Towards this end, the zionists
to bring down the axis of
Zionism was an imperial project were looking for weak links in resistance (Iran, Syria, and
and the zionist state was
the chain of Arab states even in Hezbollah) at its central arch but
sequentially backed by the two the 1930s. They thought they
that has failed, too. Syria, its
mightiest empires on the planet, had found the weakest in
people, and its military have
first Britain and then the United Lebanon, where they hoped to resisted the most determined
States. No small group of people set up a puppet Christian
attempt ever made to destroy an
anywhere would have been able government. Not only did this Arab government.
to resist their power.
not work but since the rise of
Hezb0llah, the weakest link in Always popular, Bashar al Assad
The greater danger to Israel
the chain has turned into one of is now more popular than ever,
always lay in the surrounding
the strongest.
as the army, backed by Russian
Arab and Muslim world.
airpower, drives the takfiri
George Habash, the founder of The Yinon Plan of the 1980s set terrorists from their last redoubt
the PFLP (Popular Front for the out the strategy in full. All
in Idlib province. Syrian cities
Liberation of Palestine) was
Middle Eastern states were to be have been shattered, perhaps
writing in the 1950s that the
subjected to ethnoreligious or
half a million people have been
road to the liberation of
tribal division. This broad script killed but the US-Israeli political
Palestine ran through the Arab was fine-tuned by Netanyahu
strategy in Syria has failed too.
world and this remains as true and the zionists inside the US
today as it was then, although
administration in the 1990s.
For anyone who has been
the statement has to be qualified
watching closely enough, the
by adding “and the Muslim
Iraq was the first of seven states wheel of history, once turning in
world.”
targeted for destruction. The
Israel’s favor, has been slowly
destruction through two wars
turning against it for decades.
Israel understood this just as
and a decade of sanctions was Israel came close to defeat in the
well as George Habash and
enormous but the political
first week of the 1973 war. It
knew that if it were to survive in strategy failed. The Kurdish
drove the PLO out of Lebanon
the long term, the Arab world
state-in-being, planned by the
only to awaken a far more
had to be fragmented, subverted, US and Israel as a new center for powerful enemy, Hezbollah. In
dominated and kept off balance strategic operations in the
every war it has fought or
permanently. This was the sine Middle East, has collapsed. The operation it has launched, the
qua non of Israel’s existence.
Shia-dominated government in remorseless use of airpower has
The ties that bound states
Baghdad maintains good
been critical. Nevertheless, even
together, that bound the region relations with Iran and following with air cover its foot soldiers
together and connected it with the assassination of Qasim
were driven out of southern
the wider Islamic world had to Soleimani the Iraqi parliament Lebanon in 2000 and, outfought
be broken.
demanded the complete
by Hezbollah’s part-time
withdrawal of US forces.
soldiers, humiliated again when
It was not just armies and states Millions of people marched
they returned in 2006.
that had to be broken but the
through the streets of Iraq’s
Arab national idea and the Arab cities as they did in Iran to
Hezbollah and Iran have been
world as a presence in history
mourn the murder of this
working for decades on how to
and a place on the map. It would outstanding military commander. neutralize Israel’s air power. If –
2
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or once – they succeed in doing that the Kushner-Trump deal is simultaneously solve the
this, Israel is going to be in deep likely to trigger off a third
‘Palestine problem’ once and for
trouble on the battlefield.
Nakba. This is incorrect, as there all. If (or rather when) such a
has only been one Nakba,
war does break out, Hezbollah
Threatened repeatedly with
continuing now for more than
will swamp the zionist state with
destruction by the US and Israel, seven decades.
missiles in such numbers as to
Iran has had to develop a new
overwhelm its defense systems.
range of missiles capable of
David Hearst, writing in Middle
causing devastation to US bases, East Eye, thinks all the
The Palestinians will be
aircraft and warships in the
Palestinians have to sit tight,
determined to stay put but in the
region. The retaliation which
because, between the
fog of war, while the world is
followed the murder of Qasim Mediterranean and the Jordan
looking elsewhere, at missile
Soleimani was an example. The River, they are going to win the attacks on US bases and soaring
Americans failed to stop even
war of numbers, if they haven’t oil prices following the closure
one of the Iranian missiles
won it already. By implication, of the Straits of Hormuz,
directed against two of its bases once the war of numbers is won, perhaps they can again be
in Iraq.
the war itself is won. The zionist terrorized into leaving. Even the
state will see reason and turn
most steadfast Palestinians have
Aircraft was destroyed in their itself into the secular democratic families to protect and if they
hangars and while no soldiers
state the Palestinians always
won’t go then the level of terror
were killed – so the US
wanted, with equal rights for all. only has to be increased until
government says – dozens
Given that they would be the
they do. This is the evil calculus
suffered severe brain injuries,
majority, they would have to be applied before and likely to be
apparently from concussion,
the dominant element in any
applied again once the
with a number being flown to
freely-elected government. The opportunity arises or, more
Germany for emergency
zionist dream-nightmare would accurately, can be created.
treatment. Iran says the
be over.
casualties were far greater than
Who wants such a war? Not the
the US is prepared to admit.
This is not likely to happen.
Palestinians, and not Hezbollah
Zionism is an extreme ideology or Iran although they have had
Hezbollah has its own stocks of and the politicians running the no option but to prepare for it.
missiles, far greater in number zionist state now are the most
Who has set up the conditions
and sophistication than in 2006, extreme since its foundation.
for such a war, decade after
and has its targets already
They are not going to surrender decade to the point where it has
worked out for when the next
because of demographics. They to be regarded as inevitable
war comes. As Israel’s military will simply try harder to
unless ‘the Arabs’ and the
commanders are making clear, overcome the problem. They
Muslims really are the useless
the next war is a question of
still want all the Palestinians out orientals of the western
‘when’ and not ‘if.’ They are
of Palestine or at the very least imagination, there to be kicked
warning the civilian population reduced to an inconsequential
around endlessly? Israel has, by
to be prepared for the
ethnic remnant. Between the
its disgraceful behavior.
unprecedented scale of the
apartheid state and the
casualties they are going to
democratic state, this is their
So has the US and so has the
suffer.
preferred solution.
‘west’ in general, its
governments, its media and its
So, for whom is the bell really What they need is another war institutions (where has the UN
tolling now, the Palestinians or enabling them to strike down
Secretary-General, the moral
the zionists? Gideon Levy writes their external enemies and
guardian of peace in the world,
3
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been during the eight atrocious
years of war on Syria? Hiding in
a cupboard?). It is ‘the west’
generically which created Israel,
and has allowed it to get away
with wars, ethnic cleansing,
massacres, assassination and
occupation generation after
generation.
Perhaps a shattering setback is
all that will bring this utterly
dangerous state to its senses. Of
course, there is always the
possibility that it will go
completely off the edge and use
its nuclear weapons, turning the
central lands of the Middle East
into a wasteland but at least
taking its enemies down with it
in the most pyrrhic of victories.
These are grim possibilities but
they have to be taken seriously.

s/1226591738631946240

The armed-group
occupation of East Aleppo
portrayed as “freedom”
East Aleppo was the armed
group hinterland
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/journ
ey-aleppo-part-ii-syria-civil-defensealeppo-medical-association-realsyrians-helping-real-syrians/220817/)

of the city of Aleppo for five
years. During this time the
shape-shifting militant cadres
mingled and confronted each
other in mafia-style gang
warfare over territory, status,
financing and control over the
civilians living through their
occupation. Ultimately the
dominant force was Al-Qaeda or
Nusra Front in Syria.

Screenshot from Channel 4 “Inside
Aleppo” page

Inside Aleppo consisted of a
series of video reports produced
by Waad, for Channel4, that
claimed to record the daily life
inside the extremist groupcontrolled districts of East
Aleppo. Channel 4 accepted and
republished these reports
without any apparent
independent verification or
investigation.

Aleppo was Channel 4’s
Very few journalists
Oscar-nominated (https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/ perceived “Guernica,” their
reporting was consistently one“For Sama” will put 19/syria-guardian-journalists-take- sided and partisan towards the
afternoon-tea-isis-survive/) could
“moderate rebels” who,
Al Qaeda back on safely enter this barren and
according to the British TV
Hollywood’s red desolate zone reigned over by network, were being
brutal, extremist groups.
“disproportionately” targeted by
carpet
Channel 4 teamed up with
the “dictator Assad” and the
Syrian “revolution” sympathiser
Syrian Arab Army. The reality
Source:
https://thewallwillfall.org/2020/02/13/o and camera-woman, Waad Alfor journalists
scar-nominated-for-sama-will-put-al- Kateab, and her alleged “doctor” (https://www.mintpressnews.com/journ
qaeda-back-on-hollywoods-red-carpet/ husband who goes by the
ey-aleppo-part-ii-syria-civil-defensepseudonym of Hamza Al Kateab aleppo-medical-association-realBy Vanessa Beeley
(real name Zahed Katurji syrians-helping-real-syrians/220817/),
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-zahed- like myself, who spent time in
"For Sama" is a kick in the face, katurji-hamza-alkateab-27b04190/? Syrian-government secured West
a spit on the grave of Syrian originalSubdomain=uk) to produce Aleppo, sheltering 1.5 million
“citizen journalist” reportage
martyrs , a continuation of
civilians including an estimated
collective punishment of #Syrian that would effectively
500,000
people who hve endured a 9 yr choreograph the events in
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/journ
Aleppo for an unsuspecting
war sustained by lies,
ey-to-aleppo-exposing-the-truthdishonesty, misrepresentation & public in the West.
buried-under-natocynical profiteering.
propaganda/220563/) who had fled
Vanessa Beeley
East Aleppo when it was
https://twitter.com/VanessaBeeley/statu
invaded by armed militants in
4
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2012, was diametrically different
from the narrative being
marketed by Channel 4 and the
majority of state-aligned media
in the West. Aleppo, according
to residents
(https://www.globalresearch.ca/aleppo

where his wife won an award for
her propaganda film
Photo 2: Hamza with child
beheader Maayouf Abu Bahr
Photo 3: Hamza again with
Maayouf

-has-been-under-fire-by-terrorists-forfour-years-they-got-orders-fromoutside/5527972), was opposed to

the “revolution” from day one.

Channel 4 normalising
terrorism and extremism
Channel 4’s reporting in Aleppo
and Syria has almost invariably
presented the child-beheading,
ethnic-cleansing sectarian
groups as “rebels with a cause.”
In a 2016 report, ‘Aleppo: up
close with the rebels’
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2016/10/

1

2

09/channel-4-joins-cnn-innormalising-terrorism-then-removesvideo/), Krishnan Guru Murthy

follows none other than
members of formerly US-funded
Nour Al Din Zinki, responsible
for the horrific public torture and
decapitation of 12-year-old
Palestinian child, Abdullah, in
July 2016.
In the same report, Murthy
appears to legitimize the armed
group strategy of mass suicide
bombing as an act of “defense”
without mentioning that many of
these suicide bombers were
targeting civilian and residential
areas. Channel 4 removed this
report after their lack of
recognition of the war crimes
committed by its protagonists
was exposed.

Photo 4: Maayouf & Friends
before they beheaded 12 yr old
Abdallah Issa #Syria #ForSama
Hamza's friend Maayouf of the
Zinki US backed "rebel" group
& his friends taunting the boy
before they beheaded him.
Maayouf says: "the Quds
division ran out of men so they
sent us a child". Another says:
"these are your dogs, Bashar".
(no graphic violence)#Syria See
prev. tweet
Walid
https://twitter.com/walid970721/status/
1225417017668358144

3

4
Photo 1: Hamza Al Kateab
wearing a tuxedo at BAFTA
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‘For Sama’ is little more than a
compilation of the ‘Inside
Aleppo’ reports, skilfully
converted into a feature-length
documentary that has already
been awarded the Bafta for best
documentary and was nominated
for this year’s Oscars.
Dedicated to Waad’s daughter,
the documentary can only be
described as a grotesque
misrepresentation of life in East
Aleppo under the tyranny of
sectarian armed groups. Anyone
watching this movie will assume
that East Aleppo was the “free
country” as described by Waad,
besieged and preyed upon by the
Syrian government. The film
literally airbrushes Nusra Front
from the scenario. Groups like
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Nour al-Din al-Zenki are not
referred to, their crimes go
unmentioned.

his testimony to file their Aleppo death/248209/), Hamza was aware
reports.
of this heinous practice. He and
Waad evacuated at the same time
Not the first time .@jonsnowC4 as the armed groups. Therefore,
has reproduced #Syria
it can be assumed that they knew
The role of Hamza Alpropaganda without any
about the dangers that awaited
Kateab affiliated with the
independent verification, reliant civilians, yet they apparently did
armed groups in East
upon terrorist-linked
nothing to warn them.
Aleppo
#WhiteHelmets - #Aleppo
https://21stcenturywire.com/2017/09/0 Much of ‘For Sama’ footage is
1/white-helmets-the-jib-al-qubeh-war- located in the Al Quds hospital
Many journalists have pointed
crime-in-aleppo-denied-by-channel-4/
out the dangers of working in
which was, itself, the center of
Vanessa Beeley
areas occupied by the militant
controversy in East Aleppo
factions. Waad and her husband
when Doctors without Borders
Wondering what Mr. Snow has
have no apparent issues living
(MSF) declared it “destroyed”
to say about this vid, showing
side by side with groups
by a Russian airstrike in May
Al-Qaeda linked Sarout holding
renowned for their brutal
2016. Various independent
#Sama while surrounded by
violence against anyone who
researchers and journalists
armed terrorists, while daddy
would challenge their rule. In
exposed this narrative as
Hamza dances to the tunes of
fact, a number of videos
misleading and unsubstantiated
Sarout´s chants:
(https://twitter.com/RenieriArts/status/
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/forhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?
1225773284844851200) and social
time_continue=10&v=63s1FTwvCTA sama-beautiful-deceptivemedia interactions demonstrate
&feature=emb_logo #ForSama documentary-reality-syria/263282/).
the close relationship that
Carmen Renieri
Hamza had with members of
https://twitter.com/RenieriArts/status/1
these groups – in particular with
225773284844851200
the aforementioned Nour al-Din
When the terrorists were
al-Zenki.
evacuated from the last district
While corporate media and ‘For of East Aleppo, Al Sukare,
“For Sama” promoting Westernwhere Al Quds hospital was
Sama’ portray Hamza as a
sponsored political messages.
located,
they
left
behind
a
deadly
compassionate “doctor,” we
Screenshot
from “documentary”.
trail of mines and booby traps
must ask how deceptive that
designed to kill civilians
image is. Many interactions
‘For Sama’ omits the reality that
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/insid returning to their homes. I was, hospitals in East Aleppo were
myself, witness
e-the-humanitarian-regime-changetaken over by the armed groups,
network-exploiting-jo-coxs(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
death/248209/) have been deleted v=iOQs8Y2SV90&t=465s) to one of often converted into military
headquarters. The vast complex
from Hamza’s social media
these explosions, after a booby
accounts but are still available as trap left in a washing machine of the Children’s and Eye
screenshots. In these interactions was detonated – murdering and hospital was transformed into a
Hamza is involved in military injuring civilians on Christmas torture
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/
strategy discussions with
Eve 2016.
19/syria-guardian-journalists-takeextremist groups. Hamza is
afternoon-tea-isis-survive/) and
clearly aware of the violence and According to social media
detainment center
abuse meted out against civilians conversations
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
by the occupying forces but he (https://www.mintpressnews.com/insid
v=FXJc3TzDe_Q&t=17s) for
never condemned it to the media e-the-humanitarian-regime-changecivilians who did not comply
outlets who relied heavily upon network-exploiting-jo-coxs6
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with the armed group ideology (https://www.mintpressnews.com/hellor those perceived to be Syrian cannons-homegrown-horror-syriasterrorist-invaders/228323/) gas
government-loyalists. After
canister missiles or were sniped
liberation of East Aleppo,
in the streets that bordered the
civilians testified
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=- Nusra Front-dominated
pHcOFwgLNQ) that they did not enclaves.
receive medical treatment
The 2013 Queiq River
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAJm4VRaXA) in the remaining
narrative explained
hospitals which were effectively
militant triage centers. I spoke The 2013 River Queiq massacre
with children and teenagers
is portrayed, in the film, as a
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Syrian government crime, the
v=YaFp8UZHK90) whose injured gory scenes exploited to further
limbs had been amputated by the criminalise the SAA. If Channel
so-called medical staff who
4 had conducted any kind of
preferred such cruel expediency investigation into this event,
over long-term treatment. Why they might have fulfilled their
does ‘For Sama’ not cover any duty to provide context and
of these inconvenient truths?
evidence that would have better
The children I interviewed
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=lL_C3b5ap1g&t=13s) in East
Aleppo who were forced to
witness public executions and
crucifixions, by the extremist
groups, are ignored by Channel
4 and ‘For Sama’. Journalists
like Theo Padnos and Matthew
Schrier
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qdwO7Vs5ni0) his findings
based upon forensic DNA
reports and witness testimony.
‘For Sama’ glosses over fact in
favor of propaganda and denies
justice for the victims of
extremist violence & brutality.
According to Iskef’s evidence,
River Queiq was a convenient
dumping ground for these armed
groups to dispose of evidence,
Waad and Channel 4 have
apparently provided cover for
the crimes they committed.

informed their audiences in the
West. Channel 4 must be
considered grossly negligent in
their distorted representation
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2017/09/
01/white-helmets-the-jib-al-qubehScreenshot from Khaled Iskef ’s
war-crime-in-aleppo-denied-bydocumentary on Queiq River massacre,
channel-4/) of the Syrian conflict.
Aleppo 2013

"For Sama" Oscar-nominated
propaganda #Syria movie
misrepresents 2013 Queiq River
19/syria-guardian-journalists-takemassacre #Aleppo - civilians &
afternoon-tea-isis-survive/), who
soldiers massacred by armed
were imprisoned and tortured by grps, dumped in river - blamed
the armed groups in the Eye
on Syrian govt. .@jonsnowC4
Hospital compound are not
shld investigate narratives he
referred to.
promotes to avoid reputation as
war PR agent.
The mortars fired daily into West
Vanessa Beeley
Aleppo by the militants that
https://twitter.com/VanessaBeeley/statu
s/1225708970314260480
Waad does not refer to were
responsible for thousands of
civilian deaths and the maiming Aleppo-based journalist, Khaled
of countless more who lost limbs Iskef, did exactly this
investigation over a period of
in the rain of lethal “Hellyears before Al Mayadeen
cannon”
channel published
7

Channel 4, media
architects of war
It is no surprise that Channel 4
has been instrumental in the
production of ‘For Sama’. I have
extensively documented
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/
01/white-helmets-channel-4-bbcguardian-architects-war/) the

channel’s role in the behind-thescenes management of other
such revisionist projects on
Syria. The White Helmets,
another terrorist-linked entity
operating in East Aleppo,
produced an award winning,
Oscar-nominated movie, ‘Last
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Men in Aleppo’
maintaining a nine-year
The alleged Douma incident was
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/01/ conflict, in Syria, based on lies fake. No one died, was
28/last-men-aleppo-al-qaedaand obfuscation of fact.
hospitalized, or became ill from
presented-white-helmets-annualexposure to chemical or other
terrorist-oscarnomination/), which
If you were to speak to the
toxins.
also eradicated the presence of Syrian people in Aleppo
extremist fighters and terrorist (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
Local eyewitnesses and medical
groups from the conflict
v=xjPpREHEF1Y&t=4s) who lived personnel debunked the
landscape – reducing the
through the period covered by OPCW’s falsified narrative.
narrative down to “bad Assad” ‘For Sama’, they would tell you
and “good rebels.”
that this film does not represent Russian technical experts found
their suffering or abuse at the
no evidence of chemical or other
"For Sama" omits presence of hands of the armed gangs. They toxins in soil samples and other
Riyadh-trained fanatic Sheikh would tell you that ‘For Sama’ analysis of the site in question.
Abdullah Muhaysini in east effectively defends those who
#Aleppo 2016 "blessing" suicide tortured, imprisoned and
Yet the OPCW FFM turned
bombers before they are
subjected them to all manner of reality on its head, doctoring its
released to murder Syrian
horror and bloodshed. They
findings to serve US-led Western
civilians & soldiers. For Sama would tell you that ‘For Sama’ is interests, falsely blaming Syrian
is little more than a war crime just another insult from the
authorities for a CW incident
cover-up promoted by
billionaire funded PR industry that never happened.
#Channel4 .@jonsnowC4
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/huma
Vanessa Beeley
nitarian-regime-change-jo-cox-ukFormer OPCW inspection team
https://twitter.com/VanessaBeeley/statu labour/250912/) for war that has
leader Ian Henderson exposed
s/1225714961651027968
denied the real Syrian victims a the ruse, setting the record
voice for nine years while those straight on Douma, explaining
Channel 4 were among the
who help perpetrate the crimes that the FFM found no evidence
hidden architects
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2018/02/ against them will, once again, be of a CW incident.
on Hollywood’s red carpet.
01/white-helmets-channel-4-bbcYet the doctored OPCW report
guardian-architects-war/) of this
production and were also at the
Credibility Lost, falsely claimed otherwise, its
assessment polar opposite facts
forefront of support for the
OPCW Smears on the ground.
White Helmets Nobel Peace
Prize nomination while this
Truth-Telling
In response to whistleblower
UK/US funded group stands
Whistleblowers truth-telling, OPCW director
accused of all manner of war
general Fernando Arias claimed
crimes (https://www.rt.com/opSource:
ed/438645-children-kidnapped-idlib“possible breaches of
https://stephenlendman.org/2020/02/cr
syria/) by the Syrian people who
confidentiality,” adding:
edibility-lost-opcw-smears-truthlived under militant-grouptelling-whistleblowers/
occupation across Syria.
“Two former OPCW officials
Publishing truth-telling
violated their obligations
‘For Sama’ is an exploitative information from an OPCW
concerning the protection of
and well packaged instrument whistleblower last November,
confidential information related
of injustice. It is an attempt by WikiLeaks exposed the
to the FFM Douma
governments and media in the organization as a pro-Western
investigation” — referred to as
West to rewrite history, to
imperial tool.
“Inspector A and Inspector B
erase their shameful role in
8
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(Henderson and a second
inspector called Alex).”

studies had resulted in the
above disinformation on its
complete turn-around in the
head.
situation from what was
Detailed damage control
understood by the majority of
Flouting its mandate time and
followed, failing to overcome
the team, and the entire Douma again, the OPCW lost all
truth-telling revelations that the team, in July 2018.”
credibility.
organization doctored its final
Douma report to comply with
“In my case, I had followed up Disbanding and replacing it
anti-Syria Western interests.
with a further six months of with an independent chemical
engineering and ballistic studies watchdog, free from external
No canisters containing chlorine into these cylinders, the result of influence and control, is the
were airdropped in Douma,
which had provided further only acceptable option.
evidence showing they were
support for the view that there
manually placed on the ground. had not been a chemical attack.” Why Mainstream
OPCW damage control revealed
no new information, nothing
refuting whistleblower truthtelling, nothing discrediting
them.

He accused the OPCW of
ignoring toxicological and
chemical analysis, along with
eyewitness testimonies.

Critics Turned
Against Joker
Source: https://offguardian.org/2020/02/10/why-did-somuch-of-the-media-turn-against-joker/

OPCW head Arias defied reality,
Calling them disgruntled staffers falsely saying:
By Kit Knightly
who breached agency
confidentiality, not
“Inspectors A and B are not
The Oscars are happening as we
whistleblowers, fell flat.
whistle-blowers (sic).”
speak, and I’m a little
Urging new measures to prevent “They are individuals who could embarrassed to say I want Joker
leaks was code language for
not accept that their views were to win. Not because it’s an allwanting enhanced cover-up
not backed by evidence (sic).” time great movie, it’s not. It is
slightly derivative in some ways,
efforts ahead.
“When their views could not has a couple of plot points that
Claiming Henderson and Alex
gain traction (sic), they took didn’t quite ring true to me, and
had incomplete information
matters into their own hands its arthouse aspirations together
defied reality. So was calling
and breached their obligations with its comic book origins lead
it to almost fall between two
their hard truths non-credible.
to the organization (sic).”
stools.
Henderson explained that the
“Their behavior is even more
“final FFM report…did not
egregious as they had manifestly
reflect the views of (OPCW)
incomplete information about
team members (sent) to Douma,” the Douma investigation (sic).”
adding:
“Therefore, as could be
It “did not make clear what new expected, their conclusions are
findings, facts, information,
erroneous, uninformed, and
data, or analysis in the fields of
wrong (sic).”
witness testimony, toxicology
studies, chemical analysis, and Facts on the ground revealed by
engineering, and/or ballistic
Henderson and Alex turned the
9

It is, however, still a very good
movie. Maybe even brilliant.
Certainly one of the best movies
in the (incredibly shlock-heavy)
comic book genre, and definitely
one of the best movies of the
year. It has a spark of honesty at
its core.
So why do people hate it?
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Obviously not everybody hates
interests. He doesn’t have any
THE FILM
it, it’s nominated for 11 Oscars
prospects.
after all. And made over a billion Joker – for those of you who
dollars at the box office. And has don’t know – is an origin story He is alone, truly alone not
an 88% “audience rating” on
for Batman’s arch-nemesis. At movie alone. Because that’s the
Rotten Tomatoes (not that that first hearing, that sounds shallow thing about most Hollywood
really means anything).
movies, they are never real. Not
and stupid, but the film is
completely. To make a
anything but; focusing on
But a certain sub-section of the tragedy, social commentary and generalisation, it’s an American
world not only doesn’t like
thing. Unhappiness makes
black comedy rather than
Joker, but actively hates it.
traditional comic book action. Americans uncomfortable. And
their mainstream culture
Essentially, they used a comic compulsively shies away from
book setting to try and make a honesty in many areas of the
very serious piece of cinema. As standard human experience.
director Todd Phillips put it in
one interview:

Loneliness is right at the top of
that list.

"We’re gonna sneak a real
movie in under the guise of [a “Lonely” people in Hollywood
movies are teenagers whining to
comic book movie]"
their nerdy friends about
Take a look at the other Rotten
wanting a girlfriend. They are
Tomatoes score, the critics’
Adding in another:
divorcees and widows being
score: 68%.
"We’re gonna take $55 million convinced to “get back out
there” by a coterie of
That’s absurdly low. That’s
from Warner Bros. and do
lower than Frozen 2. Lower than whatever the hell we want." interchangeable wine-sipping
BFFs who always seem to be
the barely coherent Star Wars:
The Last Jedi, and even –
That spirit of auteur-cinema-in- played by the same two
actresses. They are “losers” who
amazingly – lower than the
comic-book-clothes shines
insultingly terrible Ghostbusters through in the film, owing a lot have “no one”, except their
reboot from 2016.
more to the likes of Taxi Driver, college roommate, their
King of Comedy and Dog Day inevitable love interest and their
conspicuously wealthy parents
How does that happen?
Afternoon than it does to the
whose only flaw is ever either
Marvel Cinematic Universe.
being “distant” (fathers) or
I have an idea, but before I go on
I will say that, while there aren’t Joaquin Phoenix stars as Arthur “interfering” (mothers).
major spoilers in this article, you Fleck, a man who struggles with
Arthur Fleck isn’t movie lonely.
will undoubtedly find it more
several psychological
He is reality lonely. The world,
interesting if you’ve seen the
conditions, including an
film, and will definitely enjoy involuntary maniacal laugh in as a whole, is totally apathetic to
the film more if someone like
times of intense stress. He works his existence.
me hasn’t spent 3000 words
as a clown and dreams of being
And what a world it is.
deconstructing it for you. Just as a comedian. He lives at home
friendly advice, if you haven’t with his elderly mother. He
Gotham City is a broken place.
seen the film, go and watch it
doesn’t have any friends. He
Grimy, dishevelled and poor.
and then come back.
doesn’t have any romantic
Uncollected trash piles high on
10
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the sidewalks. The workingclass neighbourhood where
Arthur lives is dingy and
crumbling. It might be set in an
unspecified late-seventies/earlyeighties window, but the city is
easily recognisable as modern.
The dilapidated echo of a oncegreat civilisation in inevitable
decline.

The explosions of violence
…and yet the critics didn’t like
which punctuate Arthur’s
it.
decline slowly transform him.
He goes from being desperate to Or at least the majority didn’t.
vengeful to simply an agent of And not just didn’t like, but
chaos. His maniacal laugh goes actively detested it. Even before
from being forced out of him in the movie came out there was
times of stress, to one of genuine criticism that Joker would
amusement.
“embolden incels” and
“legitimise violence”. Police
“I used to think my life were put on alert just in case
The depression is palpable, the
was a tragedy, but now I there were mass shootings. (The
world feels broken and exposed
realise it’s a comedy.” mother of one of the 2012
and raw. The people are tense,
Aurura shooting victims wrote
wary and alert. Strangers are
an open letter to WB about it).
He says, in one key scene.
callous and cruel. Pressure,
Understanding his role, finally. Now, in the age of contrived
waiting for a release.
Society is a sick joke, and his
media, you might suspect that
life the disturbing punchline.
this was nothing but a subtle

“Is it me, or is it getting
crazier out there?”

His crimes stir up the simmering
tension of the city to finally boil
Arthur asks his work-a-day,
over, making him the de-facto
state-supplied social worker. She leader of an impromptu protest
doesn’t answer, she isn’t
movement. A development
listening. She’s buried in a
Arthur, naturally, finds hilarious.
caseload she can’t handle and
budget that doesn’t exist.
As the city is torn down around
him, Arthur becomes the true
Later in the film, the
reflection of the world that made
department’s funding is cut
him. Totally emotionally
completely, robbing Arthur of
detached, unpredictably violent
both his only point of human
and patently absurd.
contact and the medication on
which he relies.
In that sense, Joker is a variation
of the Frankenstein trope, the
That’s just the first domino to
modern Prometheus. Modern
fall. He loses his job. His
society is cast as the doctor,
attempts at stand-up are a
who, through acts of supreme
disaster which ends with him
hubris, ends up creating a
being ridiculed on national
monster that destroys him.
television by his idol. He loses
everything. Up to, and including, As I said already, it’s a very
his frail grip on reality.
good film. Subtle, interesting
and thoughtful. Hollywood
I won’t bother detailing all the doesn’t do that much anymore.
plot points. If you’ve read this
far, you’ve probably seen it.
THE CRITICS
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viral marketing campaign, and
maybe it was. But the bad press
didn’t abate after the release. If
anything it intensified.
Richard Brody of The Wall
Street Journal said it didn’t talk
about race enough, and that it
paled in comparison to the “bold
assertive political vision” of
Black Panther.
Peter Bradshaw of The Guardian
called it shallow, derivative and
juvenile. Salon said it would
embolden the alt-right. US
Weekly called it cold, cynical
and preachy.
Vanity Fair said it was
dangerous. The Collider said it
was boring. Vulture managed to
claim it was both.
Vox contrived to run a 4000word article, a conversation
between four of their authors,
which concluded that Joker
wasn’t threatening or deep, it
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was just boring and we should
all stop talking about it.

prescribed set of “morally
colonialist film set in “space
upright” opinions, whilst
Africa”, they will say you have a
portraying those who dissent “bold political vision”, and
If you read all these reviews
as mentally inferior, morbidly unironically call it one of the
(and the literal dozens of others) selfish and irredeemably evil. greatest films of all time.
you will be left in no doubt you This is true of journalism,
should hate this movie, but you “comedy” talk shows,
The modern film “critic” lives in
won’t be exactly sure why.
computer games…and film
a world of easy binaries. Left
critics.
and right. Republican and
Perhaps tellingly, this
Democrat. Black and White.
compulsive rejection of the
Nothing can be apolitical
Good and Evil. Tick boxes,
movie seems to be isolated only anymore, but at the same time, either/ors and sign on the dotted
to US publications.
the permissible “politics” are
line. Simple questions with oneshallow as soup-spoons.
word answers.
The film premiered at the Venice
Film Festival, after which it
This era of surface-level
When presented with a film that
received an 8-minute standing “politicization” is, in turn, seized escapes easy classification they
ovation and won the Golden
on by corporations in order to
become troubled. They deplore
Lion – the grand prize of the
boost profits. Movies are no
it, but they lack the depth of selffestival.
longer required to be good, they knowledge, or basic critical
now have only to be worthy.
thinking skills, to ever
The next day, TIME published a And the great thing about
understand why.
review that not only didn’t
worthiness is it’s so much easier
mention these facts, but spit acid (and cheaper) than quality.
…and that brings us back to
at every aspect of the film
Writing a good script is hard,
Joker, and the uneven
(including Phoenix’s
writing a bad script that hits the application of pre-approved
performance).
right social messages is easy.
“criticisms” that never really
made any sense.
So why did American critics
Virtue signalling has segued
hate it so much?
neatly into virtue marketing. We Some reporters claimed the film
don’t choose to see movies now, was “too white” (one even
Maybe this would be a good
we have a duty to see them,
suggesting the main character
place to really examine the state because of sexism or racism or was racist, based on absolutely
of “film criticism” in America. Donald Trump.
nothing). But that’s totally
In short, it’s dreadful. Worse
spurious. If anything the film is
than dreadful. A mockery of
This has turned film criticism
entirely post-racial. Race really
itself. And, like everything else, into a dead art form, the
never enters the conversation.
film criticism has become a
profession of woke yes-men and
portal for a specific political hackish populists, massively
If you really want to get into the
agenda.
biased toward the big studios
“racial politics” of it, well: The
(and especially Disney), and
main character, a violent
This agenda is about shutting behaviorally conditioned to like psychotic, is white. As are his
down debate and vilifying the what they’re supposed to like. “antagonists”. Whereas three
“other”. Journalists throw
women of colour appear: A
around labels, telling us who is Make a film with a female lead psychiatrist, a social worker, and
acceptable and who is not.
and they will praise its feminist a working single mother. They
Everything is about expressing message no matter its atrocious are never shown to be anything
adherence to the statescript. Make a cliche-ridden
but decent people.
12
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television. The loner is a
recovering mental patient, a
victim of violent childhood
abuse, with no access to
Other reporters tell us we
healthcare. Violent criminals are
shouldn’t like it because the
portrayed as victims of society.
main character is a violent
The abusive trouble-makers are
criminal and we’re invited to
blond stockbrokers in suits and
take his side. An accusation that ties.
could be levelled at Scarface,
The Godfather, American
Those are all traditionally quite
Psycho, Dexter, The Sopranos, liberal positions. Enlightened,
Breaking Bad, Lolita,
empathetic and open-minded.
Goodfellas. Pretty much every On the surface, this is a film
Tarantino or Scorcese film. Oh, that the Liberal media should
and of course Batman.
love, right?
The racial issue is a total nonstarter.

In short, what don’t they like
about it? Honesty.
"Nobody thinks what it’s like to
be the other guy. You think men
like Thomas Wayne ever think
what it’s like to be someone like
me?! To be somebody but
themselves?! They don’t. They
think we’ll all just sit there and
take it like good little boys! That
we won’t werewolf and go wild!"
Arthur Fleck, Joker

Joker does something that has
been beyond the bounds of
acceptable Hollywood filmThe idea an audience can
And yet they don’t. Why?
making for 20 years (if not
witness a protagonist’s actions Because Joker dares to break more) – it holds a mirror up to
without agreeing with them or out of the narrow confines of the real problems of society. It
supporting them is as old the
acceptable debate.
challenges the American meme
medium itself.
that absolutely everyone is just a
Where movies are supposed to day away from realising their
If anything Joker is less
talk about the politics of
wildest dreams. It admits that
“apologetic” about its violence gender, race or sexuality…this some people truly are alone,
than the above examples. Joker‘s movie talks about the politics with no prospect of help or
violence is the last desperate act of class.
happiness. Ever.
of an ill mind denied its
medicine, whereas the vast
Where movies are supposed to The poor of this film are not
majority of those previous
discuss violence in terms of
Steinbeck’s “temporarily
examples – mostly considered good and evil, this movie talks embarrassed millionaires”, they
great works – are psychopaths about the deeper causes of
are just poor. And will be for the
who kill to their selfish ends.
violence; poverty, neglect and rest of their lives. This film
social degradation.
dares to tell a secret truth – that
So the idea Joker encourages or
for a lot of people, life is a
endorses violence falls flat, as Where films now focus on
struggle. Not a “there aren’t
well.
individual interpersonal
enough black Oscar nominees”
conflicts, Joker talks about the struggle, or a “this man whistled
If anything, based on this
systemic bullying of vulnerable at me on my way home
spurious virtue-signally,
people to breaking point.
struggle”, or a “some guy on
politico-centric method of
twitter got my pronouns wrong”
“movie criticism”, this is a
Where movies teach us to
struggle. An actual struggle. To
movie that checks all the right despise the unacceptable other, survive.
boxes.
this movie asks us to understand
a man whose actions we deplore. The violence of this film is not
After all, the billionaire is an
the vicarious, sanitized catharsis
entitled white man, preaching
Where movies try to placate us, of a hero, nor the malign
the glory of capitalism on
this movie riles us up.
recourse of the soulless monster,
13
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a series of disconnected
poverty and food-bank use
The Primary
incidents linked by nothing but here in the UK. Look at the
the inhumanity of the
homeless tent cities sprouting Mechanism Of Your
perpetrators. No, here, violence like fields of crops around Los Oppression Is Not
is a slow build to a sudden
Angeles and San Francisco.
Hidden At All
shock. Not a disease but a
symptom. A boil bursting out
It IS getting crazier out there.
Source:
societal puss. Understandable
But that’s a message the media
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2020/02/0
maybe, but not justifiable.
are no longer capable of
2/the-primary-mechanism-of-yourExactly the sort of subtle
comprehending.
oppression-is-not-hidden-at-all/
position which today’s media are
inoculated against.
Like I said earlier, Joker is not
By Caitlin Johnstone
an all-time great movie. But it is
The politics of this film are
a great movie for our time. It
These things get lots of attention
neither left or nor right. Puppets tells a lot of hard truths, and
in conspiracy circles and
in coloured ties don’t debate
explores ideas that are being
dissident political factions. Quite
non-issues here, the world isn’t bullied out of vogue by the
a few eyes are fixed on the veil
blue or red. It is flat grey.
increasingly authoritarian
of government opacity and the
Austerity measures kill off social “liberal” class.
persecution of those brave souls
programs which help those with
who try to shed light on what’s
mental illnesses get medication, The Oscars are probably fixed, going on behind it. Not enough
therapy and employment.
and definitely shallow and
eyes, but quite a few.
stupid, but the very fact Joker is
Thomas Wayne, a billionaire
nominated suggests a possible What gets less attention, much to
politician, goes on TV to berate, split between the actual industry, our detriment, is the fact that the
belittle and insult the victims of and the journalists paid to
primary mechanism of our
poverty as “not trying hard
thought-police it. Maybe that’s oppression and exploitation is
enough”, they never say which an encouraging sign. Maybe a happening right out in front of
party he represents. They
lot of the artists are more aware our faces.
recognise it does not matter.
of the state of their industry, and
country, than their studio bosses The nonstop campaign by
An out of touch media class –
would ever let us see.
bought politicians, owned news
personified by Robert De Niro’s
outlets, and manipulated social
late-night chatshow host –
As a cynic I know I should know media platforms to control the
punches down, mocking the
better….but I still really want
dominant narratives about
victims of society’s decline and Joker to win tonight, just as a
what’s going on in the world
protected, by his media bubble, strike for real values over fake contribute vastly more to the
from ever having to see the way ones.
sickness of our society than
the world truly is.
government secrecy does. We
Plus, the media response would know this from experience: any
In that sense, it’s a truly
be hilarious.
time a whistleblower exposes
realistic comic book film.
secret information about the
Joker‘s world could nearly be
malfeasance of powerful
our own. All it takes is a little
governments like NSA
push.
surveillance or Collateral
Murder, we see not public
Look at the months of protests
accountability, nor demands for
in France. Look at the soaring
sweeping systemic changes to
14
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prevent such malfeasance from
reoccurring, but a bunch of
narrative management from the
political/media class.
This narrative management is
used to shift attention away
from the information that was
revealed and onto the fact that
the person who revealed it
broke the law or misbehaved
in some way. It’s used to
convince people that the
revelations aren’t actually a
big deal, or that it was already
basically public knowledge
anyway. And it’s used to
manipulate public attention on
to the next hot story of the day
and memory hole it
underneath the white noise of
the media news churn. And
nothing changes.
We’ve seen it happening over
and over and over again. The
narrative management machine
has gotten so effective and
efficient that it’s been able to
completely ignore the recent
revelation that the US, UK and
France almost certainly bombed
Syria in 2018 for a completely
false reason
(https://thegrayzone.com/2020/01/22/i
an-henderson-opcw-whistleblower-unno-chemical-attack-douma-syria/). A

few half-assed Bellingcat spin
jobs and an otherwise total
media blackout, and it’s like the
whole thing never happened.
What this tells us is that our first
and foremost problem is not the
fact that conspiracies are
happening behind a curtain of
government secrecy, but that the
way people think, act and vote is

being actively manipulated right society-is-made-of-narrative-realizingthis-is-awakening-from-the-matrixout in the open. Government
secrecy is indeed one aspect of 787c7e2539ae) which keeps the
establishment narrative control, public asleep and complacent. It
doesn’t matter if you have a
but controlling the public’s
access to information is only one Twitter account, a Youtube
aspect. The bigger part of it is account, some flyers or a can of
spray paint: if you are capable of
controlling how the public
getting any kind of message out
thinks about information.
there, you are able to directly
The reason people never use influence the mechanism of your
oppression. You are able to
the power of their superior
numbers to force real change, inform people that they are
being lied to, you are able to
even though they’re being
explain why, and you are able to
exploited and oppressed in
point them to where they can
myriad ways by the ruling
class, is because they’ve been find more information.
propagandized into accepting
the status quo as desirable (or
at least normal). The
propaganda of the
political/media class is
therefore the establishment’s
front line of defense. Its most
powerful, and essential,
weapon.
This is important for dissidents
of all stripes to understand,
because it means we’re not just
passively waiting around for
another Manning or Snowden or
an Ian Henderson to give us
information which we can use to
fight the oppression machine.
Those individuals have done a
great public service, but the
battle to awaken human
consciousness to what’s really
going on in our world is in no
way limited to leakers and
whistleblowers. It is not at the
mercy of government secrecy.
If you are engaged in any type of
media, you are engaging the
narrative matrix
(https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/
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This is extremely empowering.
You do not need to wait around
hoping that some bombshell
piece of information makes it
past all the various security
checks and spinmeisters and
triggers a real social awakening.
You can be that information. You
can become a catalyst for that
awakening.
The key to turning this ship
around does not lie hidden
somewhere behind a veil of
government opacity. It lies in
you. It lies in all of us. We can
begin awakening our fellow
humans right now by
attacking the narrative
management of the
propaganda machine that sits
right in front of us, unarmored
and unhidden.
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Palestinians, which sabotaged all
US efforts and initiatives for
meaningful negotiations;
remember William Rogers’
initiative, President Carter’s
efforts, Jim Baker’s, John
Kerry’s and others. It is Israel
If so, nothing could be more
which rejected and ignored
distressing than when the destiny hundreds of UN resolutions,
of an entire people, the
including Security Council
Palestinian people, is immorally, Resolution 242 of November
illegally and inhumanely utilised 1967. It is Israel which rejected
for such pure personal purposes. the King Fahed initiative in 1982
and the Arab Peace initiative,
Source:
Obviously, the deal’s
which offered it peace,
https://www.globalresearch.ca/dealannouncement
date,
as
well
as
recognition and normal relations
century-revealed-reviled/5702940
its content, which was meant to with all the Arab and the Muslim
succeed the March 2 Israeli
states in 2002.
By Hasan Abu Nimah
election day so that it would not
The Palestinians and the
Last week, on January 28, US influence the outcome, was
brought forward to extricate
concerned Arab states did reject
President Donald Trump
Netanyahu
out
of
his
legal
crisis.
some peace plans but for the
officially revealed his longright reasons. They were not
awaited ‘“Deal of the Century”:
The highly biased content of the supposed to accept any offer that
The plan for resolving the
did not recognise their legitimate
century-old Palestinian-Israeli deal confirms previous
predictions that it was entirely rights as defined and endorsed
conflict. Except for some
authored in Israel by the most
by international law. There is
additional details, the lengthy
nothing abnormal here in any
document did not add much to hardline extremist and racist
settler
elements
there;
the
negotiations.
what had already been leaked, or
even implemented, over the last elements that openly claim
The striking reality, however, is
three years. And yet, the content Palestine as the land of the
has been shocking and widely Jewish people with no place for that the Palestinians have been
the Palestinians in it.
overly extravagant in accepting
criticised.
much less than they should have
It is precisely for this reason,
along their arduous struggle for
The timing of the declaration
that
it
was
Israel,
not
the
a peaceful settlement, severely
was seen by some critics as an
Palestinians which had been
compromising their territorial
opportunistic move to:
obstructing peace efforts for the and political rights for the sake
last 50 years. It is Israel which of a peace settlement they never
First, salvage two in-crisis
had.
leaders from problems they are never negotiated with the
purpose of reaching a final
facing at home: Trump’s
The Palestinians agreed to settle
impeachment and Netanyahu’s settlement; in favour of using
protracted
negotiations
for
for 22 per cent of the Palestinian
corruption case. (In fact
buying time to create more
territory, the West Bank and
Netanyahu was indicted on
irreversible
facts
on
the
ground,
Gaza, along the so-called 1967
corruption charges while in
eliminating any possibility of the lines; they agreed to a swap of
Washington awaiting the
announcement ceremony of the rise of a Palestinian state at any territory and border alterations,
time. It is Israel, not the
thus reducing even further the 22
deal; and second, help

The ‘Deal of the
Century’: Revealed
and Reviled

Netanyahu in his battle in the
third Israeli general election due
on March 2 next, as well as
Trump’s bid for a second
presidential term at the end of
this year.
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per cent, they then agreed to the
Oslo accords which actually
placed the Palestinians under
endless and harsh Israeli
occupation, that controlled their
lives, their economy, tax
collection and restriction of
movement.

condemned by their wise Arab country in the world. He pledged
brothers and a chorus of pseudo to only negotiate and not to ever
experts for missing opportunities allow his people to resist their
by rejecting repeated offers for occupiers for any reason even if
peace from their generous
by legitimate means, and he still
occupiers.
does.

But that is not all. The
As a matter of fact, Abbas was
Palestinians have been engaged harshly criticised for being
Under Oslo, Israel continued to in sterile negotiations for more excessively forthcoming for
colonise the Palestinian land,
than five decades. The late Yaser negotiating under uneven
planting more than 800,000
Arafat negotiated extensively
circumstances; sometimes under
settlers in more than 120
with the US, with Europe and all humiliating conditions. He over
settlements built illegally on
others. He agreed to a settlement did it to the point where the
Palestinian occupied land on the on the basis of the 1967 borders. Israelis were always encouraged
22 per cent, the West Bank.
He agreed to renounce violence. to expand their demands and to
He agreed to modify the
add new conditions. In the
Under Oslo, the Palestinian
Palestinian National Charter by meantime, and under the
Authority agreed to the unique removing any language seen as convenient cover of sterile
preposterous arrangement of
hostile to Israel. He accepted UN negotiations, they continued
“security cooperation”; the
resolutions, including SC
with their colonisation schemes
formation of a Palestinian police Resolution 242. He published an without fear of any
force not to protect their own
article in the NY Times
consequences. From an early
people from daily aggressive
condemning terrorism, of which stage, Abbas was clearly taken
Israeli practices or settler attacks he, and his organisation, were
for granted.
on defenseless Palestinians’
accused. He accepted Oslo with
property, farms and homes; not all the disastrous implications of Abbas has only redeemed
to defend their land which was that terrible accord. Rather than himself, partially though, when,
systematically confiscated and insisting on liberating his people for a change, he finally decided
colonised, but to protect their
by ending the occupation, Arafat to say “no”, to sever any
occupiers and the settlers and to agreed to join his occupied
contacts with the current US
prevent the Palestinians from
people and spend his last years administration and to end the
practising their legitimate right under the very occupation he
charade of pointless
to even defend themselves, or to committed himself, and his
negotiations, following President
reject the humiliation and resist organisation, the Palestine
Trump’s measures to liquidate
the occupation. The recruited
Liberation Organisation, to fight. the Palestine question; measures
Palestinian youth for the security Arafat, who started his struggle such as the decision to grant
cooperation police force were
by committing to liberate all
Jerusalem to Israel, to punish the
educated, trained and armed, to Palestine, ended up, under Oslo, Palestinians financially and to
do just that: Defend their
agreeing to Gaza and Jericho as cut aid from UNRWA in the
occupiers from their own people. a modest beginning.
hope that the termination of
There is no precedent in history
UNRWA would also put an end
where the oppressed victims of Successor Mahmoud Abbas also to the Palestinian refugees’
such a ruthless occupation
negotiated endlessly and
rights for return and
become the guardians and the
tirelessly with every Israeli
compensation.
protectors of their oppressors.
Prime Minister during the past
Only in Palestine. Only by the 25 years. He negotiated with the These measures and more are
Palestinians, who are now
Americans, Europeans and every now incorporated in the revealed
17
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terms of the White House “Deal Clearly the plan was designed to decision of a third unauthorised
of the Century”. Now that the
be rejected by the Palestinians, party.
world is face to face with the
so that they would be held
most biased, the most blatant,
responsible for missing another The deal is also dangerous, for
unjust, illegal, provocative,
opportunity for peace and
Israel in particular, but for the
absurd and dangerous terms of missing also their share as very entire region as well. It may, as
the US peace plan, everyone, not poorly defined in the deal, the many have already feared,
just Abbas, is saying no.
imagined Palestinian state, while plunge the region into prolonged
the Israelis would then be free to waves of violence, on top of
All Palestinians are rejecting the grab most of the territory.
what is happening already. The
plan and ready to fight it. The
situation is quite explosive with
Arab League concluded a
The US president has no legal patience running out as a result
meeting on the matter last
authority or right to abolish
of mounting injustice, prolonged
Saturday with a unanimous
international law and decide on occupation and hopelessness.
declaration strongly rejecting the his own to illegally and
The deal could spark a wild fire
plan, while reconfirming the
unilaterally grant Palestinian and and, let us hope it does not.
Palestinian rights for statehood Syrian occupied lands to a
and liberation. The Organisation usurper state.
The Palestinians must revise
of Islamic Cooperation (OIC)
their strategies and rearrange
has also issued a similar
The deal has no chance to
their priorities. It is time that
rejection following a meeting in redraw the lines or to be
they demand the end of the
Jeddah, Saudi Arabia few days implemented, as it has no legal occupation rather than live with
ago. The UN is opposing the
validity, and it will not be helped it as they have been doing,
plan, as are many other world
except by the extremist Israeli particularly since Oslo. The
powers, in addition to credible elements and those who support problem did not start with the
Jewish voices in the US and in them, mainly in the US.
“Deal of the Century” and will
Israel. Former Israeli officials
not end without it. It is the
have expressed serious concern Israel, therefore, may or may not occupation that should be
about ominous consequences of rush to annex the West Bank
removed first. The other
the deal on the Israeli scene.
areas designated in the deal: The Palestinian rights should also be
Israelis demonstrated in Tel Aviv settlements and the Jordan
dealt with within the UN system,
earlier this week to voice their Valley. But even if that happens, nowhere else.
rejection under the banner
it will not change the existing
“Peace plan, not annexation
reality on the ground. The areas Finally: the Palestinian case is
deal”. They chanted:
in question are already under
only part of the larger Arab“Annexation is a disaster, no
Israeli occupation, for more than Israeli conflict. The “peace
peace no security”. Israeli Arabs 50 years now. Occupied
process” that started with the
organised huge demonstrations Jerusalem and the Golan Heights Madrid Peace conference 30
as well rejecting the deal and
were already annexed by Israel years ago, envisioned a “peace
warning against transfer.
for more than 40 years. The
settlement” of the Arab-Israeli
American permission for Israel conflict in its entirety, with
What was revealed on January to annex them again may only Syria, Lebanon, Jordan and
28 is not a deal, or a peace
comfort Israel into believing that Palestine. Egypt had already
proposal, or a plan. It is an
its illegal annexation is gaining reached a settlement in 1979.
endorsement of Israel’s
validation from an important
The goal was a just, a
extremist position that aims at world power. It does not. The
comprehensive and a permanent
eradicating the Palestinians from occupation cannot be legalised peace. Where is the “Deal of the
their homeland once and for all. simply by an illegal verbal
Century” from That?
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My detractors boast that they
Guardian agreed to publish my
intend to ruin my reputation,
letter in which I explain and
smear and impoverish me and refute this claim. “Your quote …
any others they deem improperly [of me] is inaccurate and taken
critical of Israel. I should have out of context. By no means did I
written this piece long ago but I justify any form of violence
found it demeaning to deny
against Jews, Jewish interests or
baseless accusations founded on any innocent people. In the
lies and misquotes. For the
School of Oriental and African
record, I am not an anti-Semite, Studies we were debating the
a Holocaust denier, nor a
question of rationality of anticonspiracy theorist.
semitism. I claimed that since
Israel presents itself as the 'state
My
detractors
are
now
of the Jewish people', and
Source:
bearing in mind the atrocities
https://gilad.online/writings/2020/2/5/a terrorizing the extended music
ddressing-the-lies-spread-about-gilad community
committed by the Jewish state
(https://gilad.online/writings/2020/1/3 against the Palestinians, any
By Gilad Atzmon
1/zionist-terror-in-london) in an
form of anti-Jewish activity may
attempt to accomplish their
be seen as political retaliation.
For more than a decade and a
insane mission. I defy the idea This does not make it right.”
half I have been subjected to a that we live in a ‘post truth era.’
relentless and sometimes violent Athens, for me, is a core of
At the time, pro Zionist online
smear campaign. I have been
inspiration and truth seeking and discussion groups complained
accused of all sorts of ‘hate
is my life time adventure. Here, that the police failed to charge
crimes’ including the totally
in response to the fabrications me with incitement of hatred.
ludicrous claim that I advocate attributed to me by various
The reason for that is obvious,
the ‘burning of synagogues,
Jewish institutions such as the there was no evidence, I never
‘incitements of violence,’ and
JC and the CAA, are the actual advocated burning synagogues. I
have routinely been labelled,
statements I made.
have always opposed any form
among other slurs, a ‘notorious
of violence against Jews or
anti semite’ and a ‘Holocaust
anyone else! The British
Gilad on Burning
denier.’ Of course, if any of
Synagogues: Rationality authorities understood that I was
these accusations had merit, I
discussing the ‘discourse of
vs. Justification
would have spent time behind
rationality’ (Reasoning) and not
bars. The truth, as should be
the ‘context of rationalisation’
Zionist pressure groups have
embarrassing for the name
(Justification). Horrendous war
callers, is that I have never been claimed that I advocated burning crimes are grossly unethical but
charged with hate speech or any synagogues. The origin of this may also be rational. The
other crime. No law enforcement preposterous assertion is a
decision to nuke Hiroshima, for
misquote attributed to me in a instance, was a rational decision
authority anywhere has ever
Guardian article in 2005.
even questioned me about
although insanely immoral. The
According to the Guardian
anything I wrote or said. I
same applies to Israel shelling
perform and teach all over the “Gilad Atzmon, a pro-Palestine Gaza with white phosphorus. A
advocate, gave a talk to students calculated military decision was
world, including in Germany
this month, arguing: 'I'm not
and Austria, where ‘holocaust
made to engage in these vile war
denial’ is vigorously prosecuted. going to say whether it is right crimes. Examining the rationale
or not to burn down a
for such crimes may be our best
synagogue, I can see that it is a hope to prevent them.
rational act.'” A week later the

Addressing the Lies
Spread about Gilad
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Rationality and morality are
Anti-Theological Treatise
categorically distinct concepts as (https://muse.jhu.edu/article/626029).
my actual words made clear.

Is Gilad a ‘Holocaust
Denier?’

Did Gilad ask Jews to
apologise for the
Holocaust?

Did Gilad really say that
Hitler was right after all? In 2014, in the light of huge anti

My words as they appear in my
I have been accused of being a 2011 book, “The Wandering
‘Holocaust denier’ or a
Who?” shows that I said the
Holocaust revisionist. This is
opposite: even the thought by
simply false. I have never denied some that Hitler might have
the Holocaust nor have I written been right is presented as an
a single revisionist text as I am unacceptable scenario.
not an historian of any sort. I
guess no need to mention once “We, for instance, can envisage
again that my mother’s family an horrific situation in which an
suffered enormously in that
Israeli so-called ‘pre-emptive’
terrible period.
nuclear attack on Iran escalates
into a disastrous nuclear war, in
I am a philosopher. As such, I which tens of millions of people
argue that this chapter in our perish. I guess that amongst the
past should be treated not as a survivors of such a nightmare
religion or dogma, but must, scenario, some may be bold
like all other past events, be
enough to argue that ‘Hitler
subject to scrutiny and open might have been right after all.’
discussion. If history is the art The above is obviously a
of narrating the past as we
fictional scenario, and by no
move along, then revising our means a wishful one, yet such a
understanding of the past is vision of a ‘possible’ horrific
the true meaning of the
development should restrain
historical endeavour. In my
Israeli or Zionist aggression
work I argue that engaging in towards Iran.” (The Wandering
a discourse of history that is Who? pg 179 open to revision is at the core https://gilad.online/s/The-WanderingWho-pg-179-h6b7.jpg)
of the ethical insight.
It is also crucial to mention that As you can read, my actual
the notion of ‘holocaust religion’ words are diametrically opposed
to the manufactured misquotes
was actually coined by the
attributed to me by various
legendary Israeli philosopher
Zionist pressure groups. I used
prof. Yeshayahu Leibowitz
the extreme example of a
back in the 1970s. Leibowitz
nuclear war to argue that Israel
was followed by Adi Ophir,
should finally seek peace with
another prominent Israeli
philosopher who offered his own its neighbours to deny anyone
the thought that Hitler was right
criticism of the Holocaust
after all.
religion in his paper On
Sanctifying the Holocaust: An
20

Jewish protests in Paris, I wrote
a piece titled Holocaust Day –
The Time Is Ripe For A Jewish
Apology
(https://gilad.online/writings/holocaust
-day-the-time-is-ripe-for-a-jewishapology.html). In the article I

briefly elaborated on historical
hatred of Jews and the Zionist
promise to prevent the Jewish
fate by ‘fixing’ the Jews and
making them ‘people like all
other people.’ I closed the article
with the following paragraph.
“Many Jews around the world
are commemorating the
Holocaust this week. But if I am
correct, maybe the time is ripe
for Jewish and Zionist
organisations to draw the real
and most important lesson from
the Holocaust. Instead of
constantly blaming the Goyim
for inflicting pain on Jews, it is
time for Jews to look in the
mirror and try to identify what it
is in Jews and their culture that
evokes so much fury. It may even
be possible that some Jews
would take this opportunity to
apologise to the Gentiles around
them for evoking all this anger.”
Nowhere in the article did I
suggest Jews apologise for the
Holocaust. I accept that my
words may be infuriating to
those who are contemptuous of
conciliatory efforts. I reckon that
it would not be such a bad idea
for Campaign Against
Antisemitism to apologise to
Labour members and Jeremy
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Corbyn whom they smeared
mercilessly. The British Chief
Rabbi could join them, as might
the editors of the three British
Jewish papers who literally
referred to Corbyn as an
‘existential threat’ and
practically equated him with
Hitler. Such a peace-seeking
approach on the part of some
Jewish institutions will help to
diffuse the anger these bodies
engendered during the GE 2019
amongst many segments of the
British Left.

one standing ovation after the
other for Netanyahu
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0KMVhb57RqI) wasn’t a secret
ritual. In Britain, Jewish
institutions such as the Jewish
papers, the Chief Rabbi and a
Jewish charity declared an open
war on the opposition party and
its leader. None of that was
‘conspiratorial’ or secretive. We
are dealing with mainstream
news, yet we dare not talk about
it let alone criticise it.

Evoking animosity in
Is Gilad a “promoter of
others
classic anti-Semitic
conspiracy theories?” In 2013 I was interviewed by

would become, through political
training, into ‘people like all
other people.’ I do not say that
Jews should be hated. Rather
like those early Zionists, I
contend that Jewish institutions
must self-reflect. Instead of
accusing Goyim, Brits, Labour
members, Americans, etc. they
should engage in a true
introspective process. Crying
about antisemitism and/or
terrorising jazz clubs and music
venues won’t solve the Jewish
problem, it will make it worse
and the situation is clearly
deteriorating as the
ADL/CAA/CST statistics on anti
semitism reveal.

Swiss writer Alimuddin
Is David Duke a
According to the ADL, I’m an Usmanani who asked me to
humanist?
“outspoken promoter of classic define what it means to be a Jew.
anti-Semitic conspiracy theories My answer was short and
I oppose all forms of
and a fierce critic of the State of conclusive: “To be a Jew is to
evoke
animosity
in
others.”
My
biologically oriented politics. I
Israel.” I am indeed a fierce
answer was provocative and at oppose all forms of politics that
critic of Israel and I am
are defined by race, gender or
outspoken. But not only do I not least as challenging as the
official
Tikun
Olam’s
answer
to
sexual orientation. I contend that
promote ‘antisemitic conspiracy
the same question, i.e., ‘to be a politics ought to unite us as
theories,’ as I repeatedly state
Jew is to fix the world.’
equals rather than divide us on
throughout my entire body of
However, while there are no
the basis of biology. David Duke
work, ‘there are no Jewish
statistics
that
show
that
Jews
are
and I hold distinctly opposite
conspiracies. Everything is done
positions on this and other
in the open’ and in front of our actually engaged in fixing the
world,
my
critics
within
the
fundamental issues.
eyes
(https://alethonews.com/2017/11/12/pr CAA, the ADL, The Jewish
Chronicle and other Zionists
In March 2014 I gave an
iti-patel-and-jewish-conspiracies/).
institutions publish polls on an interview to larmurerie.fr/ I can’t
almost daily basis that suggest trace the original French article
What I do observe is that we
cannot speak about any of that: that Jews are hated globally and but a Google translation of the
French original exists on my site
Jewish power, as I define it, is locally.
(https://gilad.online/writings/athe power to suppress criticism
The ethos that drove early
radical-thinker.html). I was asked
of Jewish power. The Israel
Labour
Zionism
both
by the French Journalist the
Lobby dominates American
ideologically and politically was following question: “Many
foreign policy, it pushes for a
the acceptance that, for one
French people share your
conflict with Iran
opinion. For example, there is a
(https://www.israelnationalnews.com/ reason or another, Jews can’t
assimilate
and
would
be
safer
French thinker, Hervé Ryssen,
News/News.aspx/245650). Similarly,
somewhere
else
where
they
who uses the same metaphor as
the Congress’ performance of
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you when you talk about the
mirror, saying that when a Jew
accuses you of being an antisemite, you just have to read the
mirror image of the argument to
reveal his racism towards
goyim.”

he is way better than Lieberman. some fundamental and crucial
David Duke is a humanist
issues, in consistance with the
because he says, «I want to
Western intellectual tradition, I
celebrate my right and you
take pride in making an effort to
should celebrate your rights»
understand positions before I
whether you are Muslim or
criticize them.
black or whatever. He believes
that all people should celebrate
Does Gilad Hate Jews?
My answer was as follows. “I
their rights, this is his current
actually use the word projection, philosophy. Avidgor Liberman is As I have stated time and time
but the mirror image is no doubt not a humanist, because he
again, I have never criticized
similar. And projection, by the wants to celebrate his rights at Jews or anyone else as a people,
way, is something that Freud
the expense of other people.”
a race, an ethnicity or a biology.
taught us about. You know, we
I challenge my detractors to
have to admit that some of the
In my book. Humanism is
produce a single reference in my
most interesting humanists in
primarily a universal adventure. work that contradicts this. No
the history of the West are Jews: Duke, today, is no doubt a
one has ever produced the
Christ, Spinoza, Marx were
separatist. He prefers to see
goods. In my work there is no
Jews. Why is that?...Now there people living in partitioned
hatred whatsoever, against Jews
is something very interesting
enclaves, he opposes
or anyone else. Many years ago,
and it's again the first time I'm immigration and his political
I accepted that some Jews regard
saying it. The left is devastated thought is racially oriented, yet, me as a ‘self hater’ yet, I fail to
by David Duke for instance. He if I understand it correctly, he see how me hating myself is so
was in the KKK when he was
believes that all people
unsettling for other Jews.
young. But here is something
regardless of their race,
quite amazing: I read him and I ethnicity, skin colour or religion In 2014 I produced a statement
was shocked to find out that this should enjoy such a right. At
that some mistakenly saw as an
guy knows more about Jewish least in comparison with the
admission of ‘Jew hatred’ and
identity than I do! How could a right wing Zionist philosophy
racism. At the time, I engaged
supposedly ‘racist’ Gentile who that adheres to the idea that one in a brief twitter exchange with
probably never entered a
people should celebrate their self @OnePoundOne, an Israeli
synagogue knows more than I do determination on the expense of nationalist who frequently urged
about Judaism? The reason is in another people, Duke’s current the murder of Palestinians,
fact very simple: he is a proud offering is more ethical,
Muslims and Arabs.
white man. He's interested in
universal and humane. I
nationalism, in the culture of his understand that some Jews may On one occasion
own people, so he understands be upset by the comparison,
@OnePoundOne insisted that
things that I am not even
however, the way to deal with ‘as a Jew’ I should support his
allowed to think about. Believe disagreement is to produce a
violent anti Arab/Muslim
it or not, even as a Jew, I wasn't counter argument rather than
rampage. I replied:
allowed to think of myself as a terrorising the music community.
racist. I was a racist, maybe I
I myself hold completely
“@OnePoundOne 1. I am not a
am still one, but I was not
opposing views to Duke’s on the Jew anymore 2. I indeed despise
allowed to acknowledge it. Once matter: I believe that people
the Jew in me (whatever is left)
he acknowledges that he's
should learn to live together and 3. I absolutely detest the Jew in
talking about white people’s
seek harmony. This is why I left
you.”
rights, in a way he thinks like
Israel. However, despite of my
Avigdor Lieberman! But in fact, disagreement with Duke on
22
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Replacing the word ‘Jew’ with
culture. I have never criticized
‘Protestant’ in my answer to
Jews or anyone else in racial,
@OnePoundOne would read as
biological, physiological or ethnic
follows: “1. I am not a Protestant terms. I dig into ideology, politics
anymore 2. I indeed despise the
and culture assuming that these
Protestant in me (whatever is left) three must be subject to criticism.
3. I absolutely detest the Protestant The fact that I am smeared and
Despite the suspension of
in you.” While some might find
defamed for doing so, only suggests
@OnePoundOne’s account,
this offensive, it is not racist as
to me and others that in the eyes of
some examples of his hateful
Protestantism is a belief system
some self identified Jews, their
communications survive on the rather than a racial identification. If politics, ideology and culture are
internet in the form of
we proceed with this exercise and beyond criticism. In fact, this is
replace the word Jew with a
exactly the supremacist view I
screenshots.
biological category such as skindeconstruct in my work.
colour or race, the statement
I have never before publicly
I would expect that by now,
addressed the criticism over my collapses instantly as ‘I am not
Black
anymore’
is
a
meaningless
considering their relentless
answer to @OnePoundOne.
statement for someone who is
efforts to destroy me, my
Anti-Semites are people who
Black. Similarly, ‘I am not
hate Jews for being Jews. Anti- Caucasian anymore’ is just as silly detractors would have
managed to spot a single
Semites do not accept that Jews and hollow. In other words, my
can stop being Jews and morph answer to @OnePoundOne could incriminating line in my work
so they don’t have to keep
into something else. My
never be grasped as a ‘racist’
response to @OnePoundOne
offensive statement as it defies the fabricating quotes and taking
dismantles this racist doctrine: idea that Jews are actually a race, as words out of context while
terrorizing jazz clubs in
I myself managed to stop being
between. So far they have
1. I suggest that one can choose one.

@OnePoundOne’s twitter
account was suspended shortly
after our exchange for spreading
hate speech and advocating
violence.

to stop being a Jew. In this view,
Jewishness is a cultural or
religious construct and is not
either racially or biologically
determined.

I am afraid to inform my
detractors once again, that at
least intellectually, I operate as
a philosopher. If they want to
fight my ideas, they will first
2. To the extent I myself retain have to invest some energy in
that culture, I admit that I detest understanding what I am
saying.
that cultural aspect in myself.
3. Further, I rejected any cultural
impetus that may exist in
@OnePoundOne’s hateful
statements that called for
violence against Arabs,
Palestinians and Muslims ‘as a
Jew’.
But there is a fascinating
intellectual exercise to apply
here that helps explain my
reaction to @OnePoundOne’s
vile incitement of violence.

Look at these clueless British
students recycling misquotes
without verifying their
authenticity or their meanings:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=kYecmT2GhHQ

Final words on the matter
I accept that my deconstruction of
Jewish Identity politics upsets some
Jews: no one likes to be scrutinized
or criticized. But my work is
limited to questioning politics and
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failed to do so. This raises the
assumption that their insane
campaign against me, one that
reflects very badly on my
detractors, suggests that I have
something very important to
say.
I honestly believe that if my
detractors would engage with my
writing instead of attempting to
burn my books, anti-Semitism
wouldn’t be an issue in Britain or
anywhere else. Jews would enjoy
their lives and live in harmony with
their neighbors. I guess that in the
minds of some Zionists crucifying
me is the way forward. Some
people must be foolish not to see
that they turn me into an
intellectual martyr, a Jazzus figure.

